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Sodality Hosts A111111al T.S.C.L.
Scl1edi1lecl For Marcl1 26
by Wally Buchman
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break for tea in the snow.

NEWS Editor-i11-Cl1ief Elected
Ni1
Preside11t Of Alpl1a Sio·1na
~
Denny Doherty, Xavier University News Editor-in-Chief,
was elected president of the
Xavier University chapter of
Alpha Sigma Nu last Sunday
night. Alpha Sigma Nu is the
national Jesuit Honor Fraternity
and membership in the organization is considered the highest
honor the university can bestow.
Also elected to offices were
Henry Rigler, vice-president; Timothy Hartman, secretary; Edward

"Who's Who" List
llas Twenty-Six
Xavier Students
by Tom Niehaus
The names of twenty-six Xavierites will appear in the Who's
Who of American College St1ldents this year. The candidates
were chosen for their all-around
ability and leadership in both
scholarship and extra-curricular
activities. The selections were made
through the combined efforts of
Student Council, the heads of the
various departments, and the leaders in school activities.
The twenty-six who were chosen
represent the leaders on campus
who have successfully blended
scholastic aptitude with cxtra-currlcular activities. The listing of
their names in "Who's Who" is
simply recognition of a job well
done.
An orginal list of forty namessupplied by Student Councilwas narrowed down by consultations with teachers, with the
Dean of Men, and with the registrar. The latter rejected two or
three because of insufficient
grades.
The following were chosen:
Don Abbruzzese, Ed Adams, Don
Ayersman, Christopher Brown,
Tom Cahill, Bob Dehan, Denny
Doherty, Ed Doyle, John Dobrozsi,
Tom Frank, Tim Hartman, Jim
Jirkans, Bob Kopecky, John
McFetridge, Bob Mallarcli, Vince
Martin, Bob McLaughlin, Ron
Nicolai, Hank Rigler, Bill Ruwe,
Pat Sammon, Eel Schmidt, Bob
Simpson, Terry Toepker, Dick
Vanek, and Mike Waters.

Schmidt, treasmer; and Patrick
Sammon, sergeant at arms.
Denny, an English major of the
class of '61, is also a member of
the Xavier University Sociality.
He is a native Cincinnatian and
a graduate of St. Xavier High
School. He succeeds senior Albert
Mechley as president.
Vice-president Rigler is a premed student from Philadelphia, a
letter-man on the football team,
Prefect of the Sodality, and president of the Eastern Club.
Sammon, a Clevelancler, and
Hartman, a native of Ft. ·wayne,
are Grand Knight and Deputy
Grand Knight, respectively, of
the Xavier University Chapter of
· the Knights of Columbus. Sammon is majoring in Chemistry
and Hartman is majoring in
Accounting.
Schmidt, an Economics major,
is serving his third term on
Student Council, holds a scat on
the Sociality Council, and is connected with WCXU.
Each man will serve in his
position until March of 1961.

CURTAIN TIME
Event: Xavier University Masque
Society's presentation of "The
Jmportance of Being Earnest"
by Oscar Wilde.
Place: South Hall Theater.
Time: Tonight, tomorrow night,
aDd Sunday night at 8:30 p.m.
Matinee performance on Saturday at 1:30.
Tickets: On sale now for $.50 in
South Hall.

The Xavier University Sociality's Training School of Catholic
Leadership will agDin attract
students from dozens of Catholic
high schools and several colleges
to the X.U. campus. The topic
under study for the T.S.C.L. on
Saturday, March 26, will be "The
Social Effects of Mass Media of
Communication."
The main speaker will be l\lr.
Charles H. Keating, Jr. i\lr. Keating is a graduate of Xavier during
World War II, and founded "Citizens for Decent Litcmturc," declicatecl to the removal of obscene
trash from the American newsstand. i\Ir. Keating, presently Jlracticing· law in Cincinnati, will deliver the keynote address as well
as the closing collegiate address.
The Sociality committee chairman for the event is Paul Sikora.
Denny Doherty will be X.U.'s
speaker for the college confer-

Dean Of Boston College Lcuv School
A <ldresses Con-vocation, La1v Society
by !\like l\'larkiewicz, NEWS Associate Editor
March 21st will bring with it
two events to merit the attention of Xavier students with any
interest in law.

In The News
"Four ho1lrs stncly is not
enottgh."
'l'he Very Rev. Paul O'Connor, S.J., University President,
inspires the 1>rofile of the working student. . . cc1ito1·ial on
page 1.
"Tile low point of the season
. . . wets the loss to Miami.
They just clicln't want to win
that one bad enough."
Muskie basketball mentor Jim
I\lcCafferty reviews the past
season ... page 4.
"However, there is a blot on
one of our bases of tradition:
the coat of arms is wrong."
The NEWS looks at a stained
glass window in the Library
Building. . . page G.

X.U. News Eclito,.ial

Profile Of A Xavier Student
'l'oday the Xavier University NEWS is undertaking a
very serious and important project: a poll of a segment of the
student body to help determine the relationship between
studies and work and/or extra curricular activities. We attach
great importance to this poll and its findings because of the
necessity of financial aicl in order to obtain a college educa·
tion. However, last fall the Ve1·y Rev. Paul L. O'Connor, S.J.,
President of Xavier University, stated in an mlclress to a Dad's
Club sponsored Father-Son Night, "Four hours of study a
night is not enough.' 'l'he general theme of Fr. O'Connor's
speech was that Xavier is finishetl with "spoon feeding educa·
tion" and that a student must devote most of his available
time to his studies if he is to be considered a good stmlent.
We ask your honest co-operation in this poll. The questions must be answered honestly and frankly to achieve their
purpose. You are not to sign your name to the questionnaire. If you would take a few minutes out of your weekend
to fill out the sheet and then place it in the front of one of the
books you will bring for a M-onday class, you will be participating in a service to yourselves and the University student
body. Monday morning you can place the filled-out questionnaire in the Hinkle Hall NEWS mail box. It is located at the
switchboard.
The NEWS editorial staff will study the questions an·
swered and thoroughly analyze the resulting situation. The
analysis will be published as soon as possible. Only five hundred questionnaires will be passed out for this sampling. There
will be men at the first table in South Hall with the questionnaires for you.

ences. John CDrroll University,
the University of Detroit, and
Mundelein College of Chicago
will also contribute one speaker
apiece .to the college sessions.
The high school division will be
presented entirely by X. U. students. There will be four talks:
''False Dream \Vorld," by Bob
McLaughlin; "The Occasion of
Sin," by Terry Toepker; "What the
Effects of Mass Media Could Be,"
by Gerry Hair; and "What \Ve
Can and Should Do About l\fass
i\Jcclia," by Denny Dohe1·ty. The
high school Soclalists will conclude
their day with a tom· through the
nation's first and only Soclality
House at 776 N. Crescent.
The college Sociality, after a
conducted tour of the Xavier
Sodality House, will adjourn for
dinner. At 8: 00 p.111. they, will
have their final discussion with
Mr. Keating.

Rev. Robert F. Drinan, S.J.
'file first event will be an A
Series (Great Speakers) Convocation, taking place in the Cash
Room at 1:30 1>.m. The Hev. Robert F. Drinan, S ..J., Dean of Boston
College Law School, will speak on
law as a career and law school.
Students can talk privately with
Fr. Drinan afte1· the convocation,
or they can make an a1>1>ointmcnt
for some other time during the
day. Boston College offers a mnnber of scholarshi1>s to the law
school.
The second event will concern
a topic of great interest: Religion in the Public Sc/wols, treated
in a panel discussion by the Natural Law Society of Xavier Uni-

UEQUIESCAT
IN PACE
The X.U. NEWS, rc1>rescnting the student body of Xavier,
expresses its sympathies to l\lr.
Edward "Pop" l\lurray on the
recent death of his son, !Ur.
Thomas l\lurray. Po1> l\hn·ray
has been a part of Xaviet· fot·
many years ancl both he and
his son have scrvecl the university well.

vcrsity. Controversy over this
problem was recently stirred up
by a Federal Court ruling which
made required daily Bible reading and recitation of the Lord's
Prayer unconstitutional in our
public schools. This is but one
step in a trend, the end result
of which would exclude the very
110.tion of God's existence from
public education.
Featured in this discussion will
be, once more, Fr. Drinan. His
membership in the bar of the
United States Supreme Court
makes his views particularly interesting. Others on the panel
include Mr. William Geohegan,
of Dinsmore, Sharl, Dinsmore
and Todd; Mr. Morse Johnson
Charter candidate for city coun~
cil in 1959; Mr. Richard L.
Strecker, from the University of
Cincinnati College of Law; Moderator Mr. James W. Farrell, Jr.,
Cincinnati City Solicitor; and
Chairman Judge Ralph B.
Kohnen, of Common Pleas Court.
There will be opportunity for
audience participation.
The panel will be held at 8
p.m., March 21st, in Cash Room
of Logan Hall.

XSIR Sponsors
Sunday Day Of
Recollection
by .Tim Keller
The Xaviet· Society for Interracial Hclations will sponsor a
Day of Recollection this Sunday,
March 20th. Mass at 10: 30 in
Marion Hall ch;.ipel will be followed by breakfast.
Rev. David McCarthy will then
give two talks in the Student
Activities Room in North Hall at
12: 45 and l: 30. The first talk,
"Solicbrity of the Human Race
from the Writings of St. Paul,"
will serve as background to the
second talk in which Fr. McCarthy will point up the relation of Christian social doctrine
to local racial tensions.
An open discussion, again in
North Hall, will follow Benediction in Bellarmine chapel at 2: 15.
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Editorials

by lolm Lopdoa

Wanted: Radicals
Andrew Greeley writes in the March 19 issue of AMERICA
that there are no more radicals. We must agree that this unfortunate situation exists in so far as the American college scene
is concerned. True, we have our emotional agitators and those
who have adopted TIME magazine's word "beatnik" as a way
of life.
But there is a glaring lack of intellectual radicals on the
college scene. We ·are not finding men who are willing to bolt
the binding conformities of a stagnating society. Collegians
get started on the right road but they then find it so rutted
with twentieth-century conservatism that they slush through
the mire with only gripes.
The NEWS is not endorsing revolutionary activity as it
is evidenced in romantic, Cuban whiskers. But the NEWS is
endorsing intellectual agitation so that when judgments are
formed about any facet of existence they will be carried irito
activity. We complain and gripe, but when it's time to put
thoughts on the table we refrain because of mental blocks
of conservatism.
Perhaps things would be better if men began thinking for
themselves without smoking.

A Failure In Responsibility
We have received some criticism for our attempts to publicize the newly formed lnterorganizational Advisors Group.
Most of the criticism came from individuals who did not know
just what power this organization possessed. By its very plan
of membership-only the presidents, chairmen, heads or student appointees of each recognized campus club-we see it as
an extremely powerful and valuable group.
Mr. Michael Waters, Student Social Chairman and I.A.G.
Chairman, has devoted an enormous amount of time to the
organizing of the club. But all this work and the potential
value of the organization seemed almost fruitless last Tuesday
night when only about a dozen members appeared for the
monthly meeting. This meeting was one of the most impor·
tant meetings to be held on campus at anytime this year
because it was to deal with a teacher-curriculum evaluation
plan.
The failure of campus organization presidents and chair·
men to recognize their responsibility to such a purpose is
inexcuseable. Undoubtedly many of the presidents and chairmen were legitimately unable to attend the meeting. However,
their failure to realize responsibility is evidenced in that they
did :r:ot use ~he !.A.G. consti_tutional advantages. They can
appomt a reliable representative from their club to act as a
representative to the !.A.G.
We Jlave received outstanding co-operation from the ad·
ministration in the undertaking of such serious matters as
were to be handled Tuesday night. We hope to continue to
receive that co-operation. Last week a NEWS editorial pointed
out that co-operation is the responsibility of not just one party,
but of all parties involved in a project. For this reason we
criticized the faculty. This week we must criticize the campus
organization leaders who grossly neglected the duty of their
respected position.

..............................
Best Seat

In The House
by J. Ward Doering, NEWS Associate Editor

..............................
Anyone who speaks Norwegian,
and many of those who don't, will
enjoy "My Nine Lives" at the
Hyde Park Art.
It's the story of the Norwegian
underground in World War II, particularly of one Jan Baalsrud. Jan
is the only survivor of an underground ship which was attacked by
the Germans.
Although shot in the foot soon
after getting ashore-his last companion was killed as they left
their boat on the beach-he managed to swim the icy fjord and
climb a snowy mountain. While
skiing to Sweden and .safety, he
was caught in a three day blii;zard,
from which he emerged snow blind.
He kept skiing and stumbled
straight through the front door of
the home of a young couple-who
happened to be members of the
underground. With their help he
crossed another fjord and another
mountain. He was buried under
another blizzard at the top of the
mountain for several weeks, but
finally made good his escape.
At the end of the film the narrator informs us that Baalsrud now
lives in Norway with his American-born wife. Yes, it really happened-they say.
Jack Fjelstad plays the lucky
patriot; Alf MaJJand and Benny
Moan play the younl' man and his

Music Stand

wife. Arne Skoaen Is the director.
AU did an excellent job, with a
special kudo to l\fiss Moan as the
wife.
An excellent movie, one of the
best we've seen this year... A.
Some fine entertainment has hit
Cincinnati this week. On the movie
scene, everyone has been raving
about "Ben-Hur" since the day
they started shooting it. At the
Capitol for a long stay.
The Dormitory Council gives
some competition in the Armory
Sunday. "Walk the Proud Land"
and "Helen Morgan Story" hit the
Cinemascope screen at 1:30. Only
50 cents.
But the South Hall Theater gets
top billing in this space next time,
as "The Importance of Being Ear·
nest" fills the stage this week.
Curtain opens at 8:30, Thursday
through Sunday, with a 1:30 mat·
inee Saturday.
As usual, Otto Kvapil will
handle the directing for the Masque
presentation, with Fr. W. Kroli·
kowski, S.J., producer. Top roles
include Tony Schmitt as Algernon
Moncrief; John Gutting as Earnest
(or is it Jack-no both) Worthing;
Dodie Kenan is Gwendolyn; Liz
Dammarell portrays Cecily; and
Lois Nemser makes it five as Lady
Bracknell.

..............................
Private
Line

There's a Ballantine paper back
on most newsstands now· called
"The Jazz Word" that is the most
sensible anthology of writing about
by Tom Cahill and Jack LeMoult
jazz I have ever read. Sensible
because the editors are obviously
men who understand what jazz is
A MERE YOUNG GENTLEMAN OF THE UNIVERSITY
all about and have put their ma·
terial together so that others can is one that comes ther,e to wear a gown, and to say hereafter that he
understand too.
has been at the university. His father sent him thither because he heard
The book contains a cross section there were the best fencing and dancing schools; from these he had his
of fiction, prose, poetry, art, and first education, from his tutor the oversight. The first ;~lement of his
photography. Whole sections are
presented on the blues, Jazz and knowledge is to be shown the colleges, and initiated in·a tavern by the
poetry, jazz criticism, and humor way, which hereafter he will learn of himself. The two marks of his
in jazz. In addition there are Indi- seniority are the bare velvet of his gown, and his proficiency at tennis,
vidual articles on the responsibility where when he can once play a set, he is a freshman no more. His study
of the jazz artist, narcotics and has commonly handsome shelves, his books neat silk strings, which he
jazz, as well as top artists like Ella
Fitzgerald, Charlie Parker, Billie shows to his father's man, and is loth to untie or take down for fear of
Holiday, and Lester Young to make misplacing. Upon foul days for recreation he retires thither, and looks
page after page of fascinating over the pretty book his tutor reads to him, which is commonly some
reading.
short history.... His main loitering is at the library, where he studies
One section of the book, "In arms and books of honor, and turns a gentleman .critic in pedigrees.
Their Own Words," lets the musi- Of all things he endures not to be mistaken for. a scholar, and hates a
cian do the writing. "Negroes Don't
Know Anything About Jazz," by black suit though it be made of satin. His companion is ordinarily some
pianist Billy Taylor; "l Remember stale fellow that has been a notorious crony of noblemen, whom he
Pops," by Louis's wife, Lil Arm- admires at first, afterwards scorns. If he have spirit or wit he may make
strong; "Self-Portrait," by Miles light of better company, and may learn some flashes of wit, which
Davis; and "Reminiscing in Tem- may do him knight's service in the country hereafter. ·But now he is
po," by Mercer Ellington, Duke's gone to the law school, where he studies to \forget what he learned
(
son, are vivid insights into the before, his acquaintances and the fashion.
/
unique workings of a jazzman's
John Earl·e, Seventeenth Century
mind.
A charming little two pages of
excerpts from the diary of Dari
Brubeck, eldest son of Dave Brubeck, are included. They were
written as Dari accompanied his
father halfway around the world
on a State Department tour. Dari
and his brother joined the Brubeck
Quartet one night during a concert
by John Rolfes
in Warsaw. Dave's comment to his
son as he sat next to him on the
piano bench: "Play the melody,
Pass
Pa5s
Every once in a while you will 4 Spades Pass
stupid."
meet a hand where it is unadvis·
West leads the 9 of Hearts, East
The most thought-provoking ar- able to take a finesse in the Trump
plays the Q, and South wins with
ticle in the book is a transcription suit. It is important to recognize
the A. South has a possible loser
of a speech bassist Charlie Mingus these hands when they occur.
in Spades, Hearts, and Diamonds.
made one night when he was
East's bid marks him with most
annoyed ·by a particularly noisy
NORTH
of the missing honors, so it is
S-J, 10, "I, 4
and rude audience. It contains an
probable that the Spade finesse
explanation of the jazz musician,
H-8, 6, 2
will work. Before taking the
in his own words, more penetrating
D-A, Q, 3, 2
finesse, however, South stops to
than any writer or critic could
C-6, 4
think for a moment. West almost
ever produce. Excerpts: "You
surely started with a Doubleton
EAST
WEST
haven't been told before that you're
Heart. If the Spade finesse loses,
S-9, 5
phonies. You're here because jazz S-K, 8
Westwill lead his last Heart to
H-K,
Q,
10,
5,
3
H-9,
4
has publicity, jazz is popular-the
East and Trump the next Heart
D-K, J, 10
word jazz-and you like to associ- D-9, 1, 6, 5
lead and the contract will be set.
ate yourself with this sbrt of C-Q, 8, 4, 3, 2 C-J, 10, 9
So South takes no chances and
thing.... Should I like to piay my
soum
leads
the A and then a small Spade
music for blind ears that are
S-A, Q, 6, 3, 2
thus assuring the contract. Always
clogged up with the noises and
H-A, J, 1
think before you play.
frustrations of their own daily
D-8,4
BRIDGE
NOTESproblems and egos, carrying on
·C-A, K, 1
The next duplicate tournament
conversations just to he noticed
will be Sunday, March 20 at 1:30
South (D) West North
East
that they are there?
"Your minds won't let you stop 1 Spade Pass 2 Spades 3 Hearts in South Hall.
to listen to a. moment of artistic in music of Hendricks, the only by Jon Hendricks and music by top
or meaningful truth. . . . My band real poet in jazz.
jazz soloists playing the ananl'e· ·
is loud in spots, ugly in spots; it's
The musicians on the date are ments of George Russell, the most
also beautiful in spots and soft in from the San Francisco area where advanced composer writing for
spots. There are even moments of the date was recorded, plus Nat large jazz orchestra. The music ls
silence. But the moments of beau- and Cannonball Adderly. The challenging, probing, reOectlve of
tiful silence are hidden by your tunes all have lyrics by Hendricks, the Infinite variety of faces a great
clanking glasses and your too won- and he wrote the music to five of city presents. Hendrlcks's narration
derful conversations.
Is a masterpiece. lie describes all
them.
"Open your eyes, look around at
The overall mood can only be of New York ("a town so nice they
yourselves posing as listeners to described as "down-home happy." named It twlce")-lts faults ("the
music, which is another language, This is music of the happy Ameri- beauty and the beast side-the
so much more wide in range and can Negro-a candid, unaffected East side"), ·Its joys ("there's one
vivid, and warm and full and ex- kind of happiness. Jon sings on the thing New York has, and that's
pressive of thoughts you are sel· title tune, "At a good git-together, jazz), and Its sorrows ("if you pay
dom able to convey, ••• "
ain't nothing else to do but swing." New York dues, you l'et New
York blues").
Everybody
did.
The various sections of the book
rePeople will be listening to this
Decca
several
months
ago
are tied together by editorial comment and explanation that makes .leased an album called "New York, record for a long time. It's a true
it possible for the most uninitiated- N.Y." The record ls a sketch of picture of the greatest city in the
into-jazz reader to make sense of Manhattan, with narrative supplied world.
the articles. I highly recommend
"The Jazz Word" to every student.
It helps explain an art too little P•bll1lle• weeklJ' darln1 the 1ehool Jear eseept •urln1 nea&lon perl••• II s ler
understood.
Unlverol&J. RamlUon CoaatJ, Evaa1ton, ClnelnnaU Oblo 11 1111 per r '
A'I'
. Eatere• 11 meeoa• ela11 matter Oetober f, 10411 ~t the 'roat Olflee ::'·
• •
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Dr. Whealen Yiews Presidential Race

Adlai, Symington
b7 J, Ward Doerlns, News Associate Editor
Dr. John J. Wh~alen is a professor of History and Political
,Science at .Xavier, and is therefore felt able to s p e a k with
some authority on the subject of
the upcoming presidential nominations. He is a Democrat and
an announced backer of Adlai
Stevenson for .the Democratic
nomination.
Turning first to the Republicans,
Dr. Wheaten feels that Vice-President Richard Nixon is usured of
the nomination.
Factors which would favor
Nixon in the fall elections include
the fact that the Republicans are
the party in power, and prosperity is fairly good. In addition,
Nixon is considered the image of
America today-a young businessman who successfully fought
the depression.
Against Nixon, Dr. \Vhealen lists
several items. ·One, of the biggest
Is the rejection, by Old Guard Republicans, of Nelson Rockefeller's
candidacy for the nomination. This,
according to Dr. \Vhealen, bas
pushed many independent voters
to the Democratic party,
Nixon must also get favorable
answers to several questions,
Dr. Whealen said. Can he follow
in President Eisenhower's footsteps, winning backers in usually
Democratic states? Can he win
the Liberal vote? Is Republican
organization good enough to
stem the Democratic tide from
the 1958 eleetions?
Can the "New Nixon" idea be
s.old to the voters? If so, what
about . the "Old Nixon"-was
there something wrong with him
before?
Can he win the independent
vote which carries the balance of
power in most elections?
For the Democrats, Dr. \Vhealen
sees a wealth of candidates. Most
of them, however, can not get

PAGE THREE
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ton presents a good physical appearance, and has Republican
support. But he has no national
stature.
Dr. Wheaten considers Adlai
Stevenson as the Democrats' best
bet. He bas the backing of :Northem Liberals; Califomia, through
the support of Govemor Pat
Brown; New York Liberals; and
some backing in New England. He
can unite the Democratic party,
Dr. Wheaten considers a Stevenson-Kennedy ticket to be a "dream
ticket."
I
As for Democratic chances, Dr.
Whealen said, "Usually the party
that wins the mid-year elections
(1958)
wins the presidential
elections."
A big question being asked by
Dr. John J. \Vhealen
many due to the popularity of
enough backing to win the fall John Kennedy as a candidate is,
"How much religious prejudice
election, he said.
will there be?"
Hubert Humphrey is strong in
To answer this, Dr. \Vhealen
the South, but "back yard" Wis- said, 111· don't think there will be
onsin is too pro-Kennedy to give many Catholics who will vote for
Humphrey much of a chance. He a candidate just because he is a
could, however, give strong sup- CaUtolic. Nor will many non-Cathport ·to a Liberal candidate, Dr. olics vote against him just because
Whealen said.
he is a Catholic."
John Kennedy is too young, the
If there is any anti-Catholicism
historian continued. His Catholic in the campaign, he said, it
religion Is stlll a handicap and would only be through a whis-·
would cost him too many votes. pering campaign. No candidate
He doesn't seem to have sufficient today would dare cut his own
throat by resorting to bigotry.
gl'aSll roots support..
·
Party platforms should be very
Lyndon Johnson has little
Northern support, with his ties similar, Dr. Whealen said. Both
too close to the South, Dr. parties wil be Liberal in attitude,
Whealen said. But he has denied, differing only in degree, not
to a conference of Western gov- kind. They will favor a strong
foreign affairs program, continuernors, being a Southerner.
Brown, Meyner, Williams, and ing foreign aid and favoring
the usual flock· of other would- negotiation "with caution." This
be candidates are too unknown. is consistent with the past, as
the two parties rarely differ
This leaves only two real can- seriously in their platforms, he
didates in Dr. Whealen's opinion. concluded.
Stuart Symington is a businessman with money. He proved himself a good vote getter in Senatorial elections in 1952 and 1958.
He is well liked for his record

b7 R. DeVereau:s Vanek

Brook Benton and Dinah
Washington say it takes a lot of
loving and more than a lifetime
to make it. After completeing 119
hours in school I think I'm somewhat qualified to say what it
takes to get through college.
What?
I think it takes a great deal of
bull. (\Vhy else use a dictionary?)
If you can't at least manufacture
an answer :you're dead. l\lost
teachers will say that's not quite
lt and pass on to the next yokel.
It also comes in handy for essay
tests. What else can you do but
bull your way through marriage,
music, and economical geography
tests? (Can't leave out marketing!). U bull fails in a class room,
you can always impress the girls
you're going with. If you're going
steady, she shouldn't be that smart
anyway.
Besides bull I think you need
a great deal of patience. Those
lines in the cafeteria and at
registration will show if "you've
got what it takes." Patience comes
in handy on warm May afternoons, depending on your teacher.
For that matter, season has nothing to do with some teachers,
you just need patience.
A sense of humor is closely
allied with patience. Instead of
crying about having to take a
comprehensive final, you can
laugh and compare it to the
senior class play; everyone can
try out. It also comes in handy
to have a sense of humor when
dealing with the · "cold intellectuals" among your ·fellow students. Just laugh it off and see
ithe incongruity in the proportion between their narrowness

and the field they excel in. Maybe its not funny though, harmless incongruity? Too bad \Ve all
don't take the Newman course.
Another ingredient that's essential is ingenuity. Second guessing
teachers has never been a talent
of mine, but if one can develop
this through assiduous study, more
power to you. It pays to have
friends, especially ones that have
had the course, done the term
paper, and have the old exams.
This list is by no means complete. I've left out such things as
joing campus aetivities of which
your profs are moderators; agreeing with the opinion of your fellow student outside of class and
letting him offer the opinion in
class; being seen with a sob.er
expression on your face at convocations; not. listening to the
radio; developing your eyesight,
and keeping a sound mind in a
body that isn't SICK.

Blumrinc'• Pharmacy
The D"'1Lg Store Closest To
Xavier Uni1'ersity
MEirose 1-3708
3618 Montgomery Road

....
THE SHIRT

LAUNDRY
3616 Montgomel'J Road

EVANSTON
One Block South of Dana
A Few Blocks Nor&b
.or The Don11
Bachelor Sentce
Flulf Dry Bundi•

t BOUR SERVICE

Physics Head Receives Grant
For Summer Science Institute
by Ron Koch
Mr. John B. Hart, acting chairman of the Physics Department,
again has received a grant from
the National Science Foundation.
The NSF, a government agency
whose goal is the advancement
of scientific knowledge and the
production of more and better
scientists, has granted $38,000.00
to Mr. Hart for the direction of
a Summer Institute for high
school physics teachers. Last
summer Mr. Hart directed a
NSF undergraduate resarct. project here at the university.
The purpose of the Summer
Institute Is to enable high school
teachers of physics to Improve
Utelr competence of their subject
matter and thereby become more
able to motivate their students
toward careers in seience.
The Summer Institute, which
will last six weeks, July 25·
September 2, will be held on
the E v a n s ton campus. High
school physics teachers throughout the country have been in·
vited to apply for admission to
the Iristitute by ail interesting
and informative brochure which
describes the program offered.
Institute participants will receive
financial support and travel al·
lowances among other benefits.
The Institute will also be considered as six credit hours
which may be applied toward a

concentration in physics for a
Master of Education degree.
The program of the Institute is
designed to give the teachers a
better verbal comprehension of the
principles of physics they must
explain in the clusroom. Analysis
or the physical meaning and content of the laws of physics will be
emphasized along with simple
mathematical treatment. Participants will conduct discussions and
bave opportunities to exchange
teachins methods, experiments,
training aids, and laboratory meUtods.
Classical topics will be the
mainstay of the program, but
a modern physi~ discussion will
also be included to supply the
·teacher with the fascinating facts
and ideas from recent discoveries
in this field. Dr. William Pong,
who will serve on the Institute
staff, has devised a unique series
of lecture demonstrations to
reveal the fundamental concepts.
Special guest lecturers will
highlight the Institute. The most
noted will be Dr. Boris· Podolsky
of international fame for the
Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen paradox
in quontum physics. Having
worked with Dirac and the
leading physicists of the Soviet
Union, Dr. Podolsky is well
qualified to give
series of
lecturn on modem physics.

a

SOCIAL DANCING 123-123
Leading Questions
Professor Dip
Female reaction to dancing partners using
ordinary hair tonics (Text: I'm Dancing With
Tears in My Eyes). Female reaction to dancing
partners using 'Vaseline' Hair Tonic (Text:
Waltz Me Around Again, Willie). Universal use
of water on hair with drying effects therefrom.
Conversely: with 'Vaseline' Hair Tonic you
can use all the water you \vant ••• with neat
results. Status of the Male Wallflower at Con·
temporary Proms discussed in relation to
hriarpatch hair caused by alcohol tonics. Use
of tacky hair creams explored, outlining sticky
situations. Emphasis on the one step (the one
step necessary to he 011. the ball at the hall,
namely a simple application of 'Vaseline'

Hair Tonic.)
Materials: one 4 o:. &ollu 'Vaseline' Hair Tons"G

it's clear,
it's clean,
it's

Vaseline®
HAIR TONIC
'Vllllilt' Is I rll!llMH tr-.n
If ClllllllrllP·hR'a llC.
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McCafferty Reviews Year
. Coach Jim McCafferty took
time out Monday from lastminute preparations for his trip
to San Francisco to review the
1959-60 ·basketball season for the
News.

"We always hate to see the
season end," ·began Coach McCafferty, "and I wish we were
starting next season right now.
We're certainly looking forward
to it. Right now, though, all we
can do is go out and recruit.
"We were very disappointed, of
course, that we didn't get in a
tournament. I'd say that was our
biggest disappointment.
"The high point of our season
was the six-game winning streak.
Our best games, considered as
overall 40-minute efforts, were
the Detroit game here and the
Western Kentucky game there.
The best stretch of basketball of
the season was the first 16 minutes of our game with Florida in
the Hurricane Classic.
"We were slow in finding ourselves at the start of the season,''
Mccafferty continued, "mainly as
a result of working sophomores
into the starting lineup. It took
them quite a while to make the
adjustment, but once they did, we
started to play some ball.
"The low point of the season
as far as a bad game goes was the
loss to Miami at Qxford. They
just didn't ~ant to win that one
bad enough.

"The most outstanding charac·
teristlcs of this ball club were its
spirit, determination, hustle and
willingness to work. That more
than anything else was responsible
for the six-game winning streak.
The team did Its best all the time,
and made the most of Its oppor·
tunities.
"The most improved phase of
the game was our shooting from
the floor," noted McCa!ferty.
"This also helped our floor game
a lot. Since we had the good
shooters, the defense couldn't
afford to sag and lay for the

Billy Kirvin
. •• sophomore improved

bad pass. This cut down our
number of turnovers considerably.
"The shooting was exceptionally good in that it stayed consistently hot all year. We had
four men over .440 percent (Kirvin, Thobe, Haffner and Enright)
and our fifth starter (Nicolai)
hit .350 percent. Kirvin, Enright
and Thobe, our sophs, got better
as they went along."
"Our floor game was real good
too. Our delay offense proved that.
The sophomores worked together
well, and all our players proved
capable at handling our offensive
patterns.
"Another phase of the game in
which we improved greatly was
our foul shooting. We started out
real low - around .500 - and
worked up to .675 by the end of
the season. I'm still not satisfied,
though-we should have hit 7075 percent from the foul line.
"Our rebounding was good; in
fact, it was exceptional in that we
had only two big men (Thobe and
Nicolai) in the front line against
usually three for the opposition.
Haffner, who stands just 6-2, did
an excellent job · both rebounding
and on defense. He worked hard
at it.
"The defense was not entirely·
pleasing, although it wasn't bad.
We• held the opposition to an
average of 71 points per game.
Without some real hot nights by

Under My Hat ·•
Before the books are officially closed on the
1959-60 basketball season at Xavier, let's go back
and review some of the high and low points.
The 17 -9 mark posted by the Musketeers was the
third best, percentage-wise, since 1946. Five. of, the .
nine losses came against teams in post-season tournaments (Dayton twice, Detroit, Cincinnati and
Miami of Florida). With a wee bit of luck, the
record could have been as high as 21·5. Of course,
some breaks eould have gone the other way, and
the record could have been 14-11 or even 12-14.
It should also be pointed out that Xavier defeated
three teams in post-season tournaments (Detroit, St.
Bonaventure, and Western Kentucky twice).
The season
was rewarding
In that a group
of relatively in·
experienced performers, three
of them sophomores, played
consistently
well, je 111 n g
late in the sea·
son to make
a · barely ·denied
run for the
to ornament
roses.
The season
was disappointing, of course,
in that no tour·
nament invitation was extended. In the
Jim Enright
long run, how. . . a pleasant surprise
ever, it may
prove to be a good thing. The team will have a goal
•to work even harder for next year.
In the final analysis, the uninspired 65-63 loss to
a mediocre Loyola of Chicago club on January 22 at
the Chicago Stadium could probably be singled out
as the game which kept the Musketeers out of a
tournament. The 82-74 loss to an inspired band of
Miami Redskins at Oxford January 11 also helped
cripple the Muskies' tourney hopes.
Most of the Xavier losses were marked either by
a cold spell which proved costly, or by a last-second
rally which fell short after 30 or 35 minutes of
uninspired ball. And seven of the nine losses came
in unfriendly arenas (the Muskies were 4-7 on the
road).
At times, the Musketeers' quality of play showed
a direct proportionality to the quality of the opposi·
&Ion. Some of the team's wont games were qalnlt
SL Mary's of Tens, New Mexico, Loyola and Port·
land, and the belt efforts came qainst Detroit,
Marquette, St. Bonaventure, Weatern Kentuck1 and
LoulivUle.
.
Three games in particular stick in my memory 11

the most exciting of the season, if not the best
played-the Citadel game, with the two teams trading baskets like wildfire before Xavier prevailed
94-91 at Fort Wayne; the Creighton game, when
Xavier came from 14 down with eight minutes to
go to win 75-73 'on Ducky Castelle's basket with
seven seconds left; and the 73-71 squeaker over
Detroit, with Xavier coming from behind with four
minutes left to pull out the win. The 79-75 win over
Marquette, which gave Coach McCafferty his lOoth
win, was also a cliff-hanger.
Jack Thobe and Bill Kirvin did just about what
was expected of them in leading the Muskies in
scoring and shooting. The real pleasant surprise,
however, was Jim Enright. It's a tribute to the cool
sophomore that he never lost his poise and confi·
dence despite spending most of the first haU of the
season on the bench. Once he got his chance, he
filled the breach like a veteran. He set up plays,
was a steadying influence under preaure, and never
bad a ba~ shooting night.
Jim Haffner and Ron Nicolai didn't set the world
on fire with their scoring feats, but both turned in
some excellent work on defense and on the boards.
Haffner especially had some defensive gems.
Ricky Jannott, who kept a hot hand all season,
Frank Pinchback and surprising Pete Schmeling
formed the nucleus of a strong bench.

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

• •

Coach Jim Mccafferty
~~~~~~~~~~~-'

the opponents, such as Detroit,
Dayton and the Citadel, we could
have averaged 60-65 defensively.
"Defense, of course, always has
room for improvement. It takes
determination, and that's a cbal·
lenge to each individual."
"Our opponents this year were
among the best. We've played real
tough schedules two years running. Last year we purposely
compiled a tough road schedule,
because we felt if anyone could
handle it, it would be the veterans on our defending N.I.T.
champs. They couldn't. The home
schedule, of course, helped us
this year.
"There's a saying among coaches:
Win 'em all at home and break
even on the road. We didn't break
even (4-7) on the road, so I wasn't
really pleased. But the sophs

Thobe, Kirvin Lead Muskies
In Scoring, Shooting Stats

Belated congratulations are extended to Coach
Mccafferty, who celebrated his 43rd birthday Mon·
day of this week. Coach Mccafferty is on a busman's
holiday this weekend, attending the Coaches' Con·
ventlon and the N.C.A.A. finals in San Francisco.
Xavier's basketball banquet will be held Wednes·
day night, March 30 at the Hotel Sinton. Tickets
are $5.
Spring football hasn't even started yet, and there's
a casualty already. Soph fullback Tomm1 Clark,
who it seems has been hampered by one injury
or another since he's been here, suffered the loss of
some front teeth in a fall during some impromptu
gymnastics at the Fieldhouse Monday afternoon.

•

•

•

My pick in the N.C.A.A.: California to repeat. I
saw Ohio State in the Mid-East regional at Louis·
ville last weekend, and, while the Buckeyes are a
high-scoring outfit with plenty of firepower, they
are erratic and neglect defense entirely. Cincinnati,
if it gets by California, would have to get top-notch
performances from its bench to combat State's
depth. Oh, no, I'm not counting N.Y.U. out-not
after what California did last year.

•

• •

"Cincy" Sachs, .a scout for the Detroit Pistons
whom I met at Louisville, rates Detroit's Dave
DeBusschere, Ohio State's Jerry Lucu and Xavier's
Jack Thobe as the outstanding· sophs he's seen this
year. All three, he feell, are pro timber.

played well enough, and three of
our biggest wins (St. Bonaventure,
the Citadel, and Western) were
away.
"If we had won the Loyola
and Miami of Ohio games, it
would have been a good road
season. As it stands now, it
wasn't."
Coach McCafferty diplomatically
declined to comment on the officl·
ating. "If I got wound up on that,''
he declared, "I'd say 5ome pretty
hot things, and then you'd really
have a story.
"I'd like to extend my personal
thanks to the student body,"
concluded Coach McCafferty.
"Their spirit, support-and cooperation was a big factor in our
success, and was greatly appreciated both by the coaches and
players.".

Jack Tbobe
• • • leads scorers

BiHy Kirvin, reeled off 30 consecutive conversions at the foul
iline for a new mark. Jimmy
Boothe's 21 straight in 1956 was
the old standard.
_Thobe led the team in minutes
played (~55), rebounds (260 for a
10.0 average), field goal attempts
(434), field goals (203), free throw
attempts (117),1 personal fouls (95),
points (468) and average (18.0).
Kirvin set the pace in assists
(67), field.goal percentage (.471),
free throws (78) and free throw
percentage (.877).
Kirvin, who stands ·second na·
tionally in free throw percentage,
could possibly win the crown un·
officially, but be doesn't have the
required 90 conversions to offl·
clally qualify for the title.
Xavier also had the free throw
shooting leader last' year in Hank
Stein (.860), but he feM four
short of the required 90 conver·
sions.
Thobe's 31-point outburst apinst
Western Kentucky in the Field·
house was the individual single·
game high, followed by Kiryin'•
128-point job against Dayton at the
Cincinnati Gardens.
The team's biggest production
was 94 points against the Citadel,
followed by 92 against Marian
in the opener. Three opponents,
Detroit (95), Dayton (91) and
the Citadel (91), enjoyed 90point nights.

VARSITY BASKETBALL STATISTICS
g
fga-fg pct. fta-ft pct. reb avg. pts
Player
Tbobe ...................... 26 434-203 .4fJ8 117-73 .624 260 10.0 461
Kirvin ............·........ 26 270-127 .471 89-78 .877 79 3.1 332
Haffner .................. 26 248-110 .443 47.37 .787 160 6.2 257
Enright .................... 20 185-84 .454 51-39 .765 42 2.1 207
Nicolai ..................... 25 170·59 .347 51-38 .708 202 8.1 154
22 114·45 .395 27·15 .558 45 2.1 105
Jannott
Pinchback .............. 19 148·44 ·.297 20·8 .400 94 5.0 98
Phillips .................. 12 63-25 .397 12·9 .750 29 2.4 59
Gundrum
13 45·12. .287 17.7 .412 13 1.0 31
Schmeling .............. 11 37·13 .351 9.3 .333 11 2.8 t9
13.7
Middendorf ............ f
.531 Z·O .ooo
f 1.0 If
Tepe ........................ 8 12·4
.133 3·1 .887
10
•• 1.0 Ito
Left Team .......... :.
145·7• .110 85.38 .585 151
Team RebO~
HI
XAVIER TOTAL 1e 1918-IH .coo 510-344 .875 1378 53.8 1951
OPPONBNTS
18 IHl·IB'f • • 'ffl·'7'f .... llM 11.1 1111

··················

..............

\

..,.

18.0

lU
9.9
10.3
8.Z
f.8
5.1
f.8
2.f
1.8

1.5
1.'f
'fl.I
'II.I
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Frosh Miss Winning Season
But Gain Valuable Experience
by Mike
"Experience is the best teacher,"
;ay wise men, and Xavier's
freshman basketball team, having
finished a rugged schedule this
season, is much the wiser for it.
Final statistics show that the
frosh struggled to an eight won,
nine lost record, but they do not
tell the whole story. The cold
figures in a record book fail to
point out those intagibles called
"spirit" and "hustle" which characterized the play of the little
X-Men all season long.
With the exception of a couple
of breathers, the baby Muskies met
sterling AAU and college opponents who were loaded with former hirh school and college standouts.
"
For example, the last three
losses of the season came to
Dayton, Cincinnati, and Morehead, who sported some of the
best freshmen aggregations in
their histories. ·
Assistant varsity coach Don
Ruberr, reviewing the season, said,
"We had our bad nights along
with the good, but on a given night
we could spell trouble for anyone."
An example which bears this
statement out would be the

Muskie Baseballers Prep For
Tough Card; Pitching Strong

Harmon
Baseball practice started offi- tlonally last year with a team
cially Monday with a meeting in earned run average of 2.81. Ace
Iv{iami Papoose home-and-home
the Fieldhouse lecture room, fol- Bill Dresmann, a righthander, was
sci·ies. The Muskie juniors bowed
lowed by a supervised drill. On 14th in the nation In E.R.A. with
out in the first contest, 86-71,
hand to direct his charges for the a 1.37 mark.
but avenged the defeat exactly
first time was Coach Don Ruberg,
Dresmann and lefty Dick Strenk,
one week later with a convincing
starting his fourth season ·as head who pitched his Chicago amateur
83-68 win.
man for the diamond crew.
Coach Roberg praised former
team to the national tournament
varsity performer Jim Puthoff,
Ruberg expects his Musketeers, last summer, are back to form the
who debuted as frosh coach this
who were ranked second nation- nucleus of another strong mound
season. "Puts did a real fine job
ally among N.C.A.A. independents corps. Now if they can just get
with the toys," said Ruberg. '"lhe
last season, to be even better this some hitting. . ••
s1,irit and knowleclge he imparted ,
season. He's lined up a tough 21to them will be very valuable in
game schedule, which will be antheir future basketball careers."
nounced next week, to make them
prove it.
Leo McDermott, a 6-3 guard,
Coach Don Ruberg
and 6-5 forward Ben Monhollen
Candidates for the tennis team
Xavier's pitching was 23rd naled the team in most of the de- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - · are asked to report to Coach Bob
partments. McDermott led in
Massman's office in the Fieldhouse
scoring (309 points for a 18.2
between 9 a.m. and 3:30 p.m. Monaverage), field goal attempts
day. They are requested to bring
"Where or when" would be an five and sometimes six times their class schedules with them.
(296) and field goals (134).
Monhollen, second in the scoring appropriate theme song for Xav- weekly to finish before Easter.
Tryouts will begin, weather per·
derby, gained the rebounding ier's football · coaching staff re- The Spring Game will be Satur- mitting, on · Tuesday afternoon.
day, April 9.
crown with 219 grabs for a 13.7 garding spring football.
Practices will be daily from 3 :30·
The practice field is covered with
Eighteen returning lettermen, 15 5:30. Between six and eight players
average-a new freshman record.
He also led in free throw attempts snow, and bad weather has twice other varsity squadmen, and 36 will be selected. Freshmen are
postponed the starting date. freshman aspirants will form one eligible for competition.
(101) and free throws (65).
Center George Potts led in Originally slated to begin March of the. largest spring squads in the
The team will play a 14-match
field goal percentage (.458) and 9, practice was moved to March school's history, D o h e r t y an- schedule, and letters will be awardguard Bob Pryor's .714 percent- 14, but bad weather prevailed nounced.
ed to those who qualify.
Emphasis will be on fundaage led the foul shooters. Team once again.
Golf Meeting
"leader" in ·personal fouls was · With fingers crossed that the mentals, naturally, with pl~ty
be a meeting for
There
will
four winds will stop battling for of work put into constructing a
George Hollenstein (65).
candidates for the golf team next
supremacy, Coach Ed Doherty has good, solid defense. The Muskie
Wednesday at 1:30 in the Fieldcalled for practice to open today. mentor also hopes to see the
FRESHMAN BASKETBALL STATISTICS
house. Those unable to attend
Since
the
date
has
been
pushed
squad
adept
at
running
both
the
g
fga-fg pct. fta-ft pct. reb avg. pts avg.
Player
should see Coach Ray Baldwin
back, the squad will have to drill Slot-T and Straight-T.
before that time.
McDermott ............ 17 296-134 .453 63-41 .651 143 8.9 309 18.2
Intramural Entries
17.4
219
13.7
279
.407
101-65
.644
Monhollen .............. 16 263-107
Tuesday
is the deadline for
11.9
98
5.8
202
47-32
.681
McMahon ................ 17 225-85 .378
entries in the intramural table
Potts ..... :.................. 16 118-54 .458 78-43 .551 108 6.8 151 9.4
Eight Xavier athletes showed List were sophomore Tom Walkie- tennis tournament. Sign-up sheets
Daumeyer .............. 17 105-38 .362 49-28 .571 72 4.2 104 6.1
proficiency
in the classroom as wicz (3.444) and freshmen Dick have been posted in Brockman and
Bollensteln ............ 17 132-37 .280 28-14 .500 119 7.0 88 5.2
well
as
they
compiled scholastic Kohls (3.312) and Pat McCann Elet Halls. Others interested may
3.3
Oberting ................ 15 75-21 .280 13-7 .538 28 1.8 49
(3.375).
contact Coach Don Ruberg in the
.300 10-6 .600 23 1.9 24 2.0 averages of 3.25 or better to
Mitchell .................. 12 30-9
make
the.Dean's
List.
Representing the basketball Fieldhouse.
.259 14-10 .714 13 1.0 24 1.8
Pryor ...................... 13 27-7
Wednesday, March 30 is the
Sophomore footballer Tommy varsity were senior Bill MiddenCninuney ............... 10. 26-10 .385 3-1 .333 22 2.2 21 2.1
Clark, a Chemistry major, tumed dorf (3.368) and junior Ed Tepe deadline for entries in the volleyLeft Team .. ~......... 13 85-34 .400 23-14 .609 26 2.0 82 6.3 in the best performance of all. Bis (3.529). Baseballers gaining hon- ball tournament. Teams are lim158
Team itebouncls4.00 average was one of five in ors were senior Bill Dressman ited to ten players. Those interXAVIER FROSH 17 1382-536 .388 429-261 .613 1029 60.5 1333 78.4 the entire school.
(3.250) and junior Dick Strenk ested may sign up in the FieldOther footballers on the Dean's (3.714) .
house.
17 1166-451 •381 570-350 .614 896 52.7 1262 74.2
OPPONENTS

BULLETIN

BOARD

Sprl.ng o.,.·11s Start Today ('· )

Athletes Make Dean's List

Salem research creates a revolutionary new cigarette
paper that makes Salem taste more Springtime-fresh
than ever! Richer, too. Smoke refreshed ... smoke Salem .

:.~' , ,.w, ~,. ·,::rl.i
,,. ....
·:·.··;····menthol fresh • rich tobacco taste • modern filter, too
. :,:, ..

NO~~u Salem refreshes your taste
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New Student Service Established
.,, Tom Kall

A new Lost and Found Department has been set up in North
Hall by Vince Murphy as a special service to students of Xavier
Univer-sity.
The department will operate
in the following way:
If an article is found wblch has
on it the name of the owner, a
card will be sent to him informing
him that the lost article has been
recovered. It there Is no name on
the article, it will be kept for two
months. Then, if It bas nol been
claimed, it will be given to some

charitable orpniutlon.
Students are advised to write
their names in all their books
and other valuables. Should a
student discover that he has lost
something that is not marked, it
should be reported at once to
the department and he wlll be
notified if the lost article is
found.,
At present, the Lost and Found
Department has about a dozen
eye glasses, several top coats, and
about a hundred ·textbooks that
are unclaimed.

0ae.p.'tm.
(Author of "I Was a Teen-age Dwarf", "The ltfany
Loves of Dobie Gillis", etc.)

"AN EMBARRASSMENT OF RICHES"

Drawing by Miss Jan Hoetker, Our Lady of Cincinnati College

College Tradition Unstable

Coat Of Arms Sports

squares. On Fr. Schurhammer's
corrected version there are thirty
squares.

by Denny Doherty,
News Editor-in-Chief
Many traditions at American
universities and colleges are
based on mottos and standards
which relate to one historical
facet of a college. And here at
Xavier University, no exception
to such tradition, we have the
tradition of the house of St.
Francis Xavier. This is evidenced
quite beautifuly in the stained
glass coat of arms which is
located at the first landing of
the stairs in the library building.
However, there is a blot on one
of our bases of tradition: the coat
of arms is wrong.
Mr. Carl Braun of the library
staff brought to our attention an
analysis of a work on the coat of
arms by the Rev. George Schurhammer, S.J., entitled Jugendprobleme des hl. Franz Xavier.

The analysis was made a few
years ago by Dr. Joseph Bourgeois, chairman of Xavier's Modern Languages Department.
Fr. Schurhammer's study states
that the four quadrants of the
shield represent the sequence of
the Xavier family: Jassu, Azpllcueta, Xavier, and Atondo.
Jassu, the representation of St.
Francis Xavier's father's family
which is situated in the upper
left hand corner, should be a
stalking bear at the foot of an
oak tree. The great apostle of the
East himself acknowledged this
to be the coat of arms of the
Jassu family. There is no discrepancy here.
However, In the upper right
band eomer, we found a discrepancy In the representation of the
Xavier house. This emblem should
present a sliver half moon between
two black and white checkered
ereteentl, the horns of which are
lolned at the t1111, over three con-

~listakes

Twinkly, lovable old Dr. Witgstaff Sigafoos, head of chemistry
at the Upper Rhode Island College of Science and Palmistry,
f!ares naught for glory and weulth. All he cares about is to work
in his laboratory, to piny Mozart quartets with a- few cronies,
to smoke a good Marlboro, and to throw sticks for his faithful
dog Trey to fetch.
So when, after years of patient research, Dr. Sigafoos discovered Rc,vcrso, a shaving cream which causes whiskers to
grow inwnrci instead of outward, thus enabling a man to bite
off his beard instead of shaving it, it never even crossed his
mind that he hnd come upon a key to fume and riches; he simply
assigned all his royalties from Reverse to the college and went
on with his qu.iet life of working in the laboratory, piaying
Mozart quartets, :omQking good Marlboros and throwing sticks
for his faithful dog Trey. (Trey, incidentally, had died some
years earlier but habit is a strong thing and Dr. Sigafoos to
this day continues to throw sticks.)
As everyone knows, Revcrso turned out to be a madly successful shaving cream. Royalties in the first month amounted to
$290,000, which came in mighty handy, believe you me, because ,
the college had long been postponing some urgently needed
repairs-a lightning rod for the men's dormitory, new hoops for
the basketball court, leather patches for the chess team's elbows
and a pcnwiper for the Director of Admissions.
·

nected black and white checkered
bars on a red field with a white
Finally Atondo, the paternal
base. In the window only the horns grandmother's family in the
are visible.
lower right hand corner, should
Azpilcueta, the Saint's mother's consist of two golden half moons,
family, is located in the lower facing right, between two golden
left hand corner, and consists of bars which slant across a blue
a black and white chessboard field. As can be seen, the golden
with ·various numbers of black half moons a're not facing right.

Family Of Catholic Journalist
Awarded Life Institute H.onor
by Mike Markiewicz
News Associate Editor
At the thirteenth annual Xavier
University Family Life Conference
last weekend, Mr. and Mrs. James
H. Shea and their six children
were named "Greater Cincinnati
Family of the Year."
This award is made annually by
the Xavier Family Life Institute
to the family "which distinguishes
itself in the exemplification of
Christian virtue and ·civic responsibility. The award was an engraved silver t@Y presented by the
Rev. Victor B. Nleporte, S.J.,
Executive Vice-president of the
University.
/
Mr. Shea, a nationally known
writer through his regular contributions to leading Catholic publications, is an associate editor of the
Catholic Telegraph Register. His
activity in church and community
affairs ~ncludes presidency of the
Salesian Guild, an organization of
Cincinnati Catholics in communications industries, membership of the
board of the National Liturgical
Conference, and membership in the
Community Health and Welfare
Council of Greater Cincinnati.
He la past chairman of the Col-

lege HiII Youth Development
Council, is a member of the Cincinnati Catholic Interracial Council, and will be a delegate at
the forthcoming White House Conference on Children and Youth.
Mrs., Shea is program chairlady
of tbe St. Clare parish P.T.A., a
member of the Rosary Altar Society, and has helped her husband
In the organization of Pre-Cana
Conferences and Study Clubs for
Catholic Action. She also contributes to Catholic publications.
The Family Life Conference, \
under its director, the Rev. John
Wenzel, S.J., chairman of the University Theology Departme11t, featured the Rev. Henry Sattler,
C.S.S.R., as its main speaker.

RE_QUIESCAT
IN PACE
The faculty and student body.
of Xavier University wish to
extend sympathy to Joe Linder
upon the suddeu death of his
father last Wedaelday.

In the second month royalties amounted to an even million
dollars and the college bought Marlboro cigarettes for all
students and faculty members. It is interesting that the college
chose Marlboro cigarettes though they could welJ have afforded
more expensive brands. The reason is simply this: you can pay
more for a cigarette but you can't get a better flavor, a better
smoke. If you think flavor went out when filters came in, try
a Marlboro. The filter cigarette with the unfiltered taste. You,
too, can smoke like a millionaire nt a cost which docs no violence
to the slimmest of budgets. Murlboros come in soft puck or
flip-top box and can be found at any tobacco counter. Millionaires can be found on yachts.
But I digress. We were ·speaking of the royalties from
Reverso which continue to accrue at an astonishing rate-now
in excess of one million dollars per week. The college is doing all
it can to spend ,the money; the student-faculty ratio which used
to be thirty students to one teacher is now thirty teachers to
one student; the Gulf Stream has been purchased for the
Department of Marine Biology; the Dean of Women has been
gold-plated.
But money does not buy happiness, especially in the college
world. Poverty and ivy-that is the academic ·life-not power
and pelf. The Upper Rhode Island College of .Science and
Palmistry is frankly embarrassed by all this wealth, but I am
pleased to report that the trustees arc not taking their calamity
lying down. Lust week they earmarked nil royalties for n crash
research program headed by Dr. WngstnlT Sigafoos to develop
a whisker which is resistant to Reverso. Let us all join in wishing the old gentleman success.
l.t) 1000 111aa Bhlllmaa

·*

* *

The 11pon11or11 of thl• column can't olTer you money but the11
can olTer you fine smoking flavor-rvitli or 1vitl1out filter. II
11ou favor tilter• try a JUarlboro.11 non-niter• are 11our plea••
ure pick a Phlllp Morrla.
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The Great America1i Epic:
Lethargy And Indifference
b;v Sen. Eugene J. McCarthy, WORLD CAMPUS

"Our challenge is not only from communism but from all the
separate and scattered evils of the modern world. The United States
should use i~ st~ength not only in the name of survival, but also in

the name o! ,3ustice'. We must show greater willingness to enter into
the competition of ideas; to chatlenge spokesmen of the opposition."

PAGB SBVBN

RADIO PROGRAMS

MONDAY

TUESDAY

1:30-2:30

"Musical Moods"
Tony Schmitt

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

10:00-12:30

1:30-2:30_

10:00-12:00

10:00-11:00

Xavier Music Hall
Part I
Mike Geiger

"Musical Moods"
Tony Schmitt

Xavier Music Hall Xavier Music Hall
Part I
Part I
Mike Geiger
Jim Sicking

2:30-5:30

12:30-3:00

2:30-5:30

12:00-1:30

11:00-1:30

Xavier Music Hall
Part I
Dennis Baars

Xavier Music Hall
Pa1·t I (cont.)
Carl Beck

Xavier Music Hall
Steve Campbell

Xavier Music Hall
Part I (cont.)
Bob McLaughlin

Xavier Music Hall
Part I (cont.)
Tony Zubeck

-Eugene J. McCarthy, Senator from Minnesota
Today as never before in history,
America entered the twentieth
5:30-7:50
1:30-2:30
1:30-2:30
3:00-4:30
the American people must make century with a vast reservoir of 5:30-'1:30
"Jazz As You
"SICK"
"Musical Moods"
"Musical Moods"
decisions on which not only their international good will. But by our Xavier Music Hall
Part II
Like It"
Vanek & Simpson
Bob Mallardi
Tony Schmitt
survival but the survival of other apathy to our problems of the
J. Scharfenberger
peoples depends. There is an im- world, we have dissipated that Al Milian
mediacy and urgency to these de- treasure. Christ commanded our ' '1:50-8:00
4:30-'1:50
7:50-8:00
3:00-4:30
2:30-5:30
cisions for postponement can mean love and concern for all our fellow News Roundup
"Jazz As You
Xavier Music Hall ,
Xavier Music Hall News Roundup
our defeat. At the same time, the · human beings: "Love your neigh- Bill Gish
Jim Sicking
Like It"
Part II
Part II
American people have an avail- bor, as yourself. Do unto others as
J. Scharfenberger Hap O'Daniel
Bob Theis
ability of information unequalled you would have them do unto
7:50-8:00
8:00-10:00
4:30-'l:OO
5:30-7:15
in history. Men with a sense of you." We can repeat the words by 8:00-10:00
Xavier Music Hall Xavier Music Hall
"Serenade for
News Roundup
responsibility in the press, radio rote. But they have no active "Serenade for
Part II
Part II (cont.)
Scholars"
Bob Mallardi
Scholars"
and television seek to give to the meaning for the majority. We are
Don Azelvandre
Larry Dooley
Dennis Baars
public the hard facts of modem told to love and we are indiffer- Steve Campbell
life and the information necessary ·ent, and that is the greatest trag8:00-10:00
7:00-7:50
7:15-7:50
to draw conclusions.
edy of any love.
"Serenade for
Special Tape Slot & "Your Musketeers"
How is the conscience of AmerScholars"
Army-Navy Shows Mike Harmon
But &he sad fact Is that the
ica
to be awakened? Ho.w are we
Don Azelvandre
American public as a whole seems
not to care. Our people are gripped to convince our people that as
7:50-8:00
7:50-8:00
in an apath;v of their own making. human beings nothing that conNews Roundup
News Roundup
There Is a lethargy and indiffer- cerns another human being can be
Jim Sicking
Jim Sicking
ence to the basic· Issue of atomic a matter of indifference to them.
· Reformation must begin with the
survival. Television scandals, gov8:00-10:00
8:00-12:00
ernmental scandals, educational individual. When individual apathy
"Serenade for
"Music 'Til Mid"
scandals cause no wave of popular ends, national apathy will end.
Scholars"
Maier & Zirkel
indignation. The newspaper head- Those leaders who have a realiza·
Tom Frank
lines are there. The television cam- tion of the curse of apathy muSt
eras report each new scandal in spare no effort to awaken the con•
depth. But from the people there sciences of their brothers. Our
Is only indifference. We are told Catholic people must be made to
that we are falling further behind comprehend that in the Baptism
A United States Department of
In the space race and we close our ritual they were pledged to . the State Personnel Officer, Mrs. Eva
mind to the consequences. We are service of God and neighbor. McKay, is in Cincinnati until
shown the scandals of hunger, pov- America stands at the crossroads. March 26 to interview candidates
. erty, disease and illiteracy In other We have the power to save our for employment overseas and in
lands and there ls no justifietl country but only by a crusade that Washington, D.C.
wrath to end these/conditions. We will end apathy.
Foreign Service positions are
appear as a nation without a conopen to men and women who are
science, without ' the emotional
willing to serve at any one of the
eapabWty of justified anger.
286 American Embassies and Consulates located in 90 countries.
It is not that we are in favor of
Applicants for secretarial and
hunger or thieveey or communism.
stenographic positions must be
by Len Schmaltz
The tragedy is that we are insenproficient in shorthand and typing.
sible to them. We are drugged to
Student Council recently ap- Persons with a good typing skill
the main issues, wrapped up in our
pointed its first comptroller in may qualify for communications or
own miniscule cares, seeking only
the person of junior Dick Sander. general clerk positions and men
our own pleasures and comforts,
In creating the new student who type at least 35 words a mintorpidly living in our own little
office, the Council hopes to ute will be considered for pouch
worlds in which we have subconimprove its bookkeeping methods clerk positions. Beginning salaries
sciously drawn the shades so that
which have caused some trouble ranging from $3730 to $4180 are
we will not see the problems outin the past.
supplemented by overseas allowside.
The whole problem centers ances.
We cannot blame our leaders, for
"The office routine may not
.around the fact that many times
in a demo~racy leadership follows
the Council treasurer has little differ greatly from a job here in
the will of the people. In many
or no accounting training. Under the States," Mrs. McKay said.
cases, leaders have been more adthe new system, a junior account- "However, there is the additional
vanced than the people; they have
ing student is appointed by the excitement of working with magiven warnings and called for napresident of Student Council as terial which often becomes tomortional support, only to be left in
comptroller. He has at his dis- row's headlines.
a void of silence.
In addition ·to annual vacations
posal all the bills, receipts, etc.,
granted
at an overseas post, Forwhich concern the Council. He
Sure, skywriting's fun. But-indoors-it's hard on
keeps his own set of books with eign Service employees receive six
the furniture. This is where Esterbrook comes in
due respect to the principles of weeks of home leave in the United
States
between
assignments.
,
big! It's perfect for indoor flights of fancy.
accounting. This new plan has
Applicants must be at least 21
ITALIAN AND AMF.RICAN
the .advantage of a uniform sysEsterbrook has 32 custom-fitted pen points. One
11'000
tem whicl_l is easily understand- years of age, high school graduates,
single with no dependents, Ameriis sure to suit your personality. If you don't have
3831 MONTGOMERY Bb.
. able ..
can citizens for at least five years,
any
personality, the right Esterbrook point wi11 fake
An · assistant comptroller, a and in excellent health. Education
I Minutes Fhm Xavier
sophomore accounting student, may be substituted for a portion
it for you just fine.
will also be appointed in the near of the required three years of office
Another thing, Esterbrook Fountain Pens tend
fOne Blocill South of Oana 1
future. Besides aiding the comp- experience. Although not required,
to cost a lot less than airplanes. Esterbrook fountroller, he will gain the necessary a speaking knowledge of a foreign
IElfenon l·tl•
experience to succeed the present language is desirable. ·
tain pens start at $2.95.
comptroller.
Interviews will be conducted at
And there is one more thing ... Esterbrook uses
the Ohio State Employment Office,
that
amazing new miracle discovery-ink. Pick up
1916 Central Parkway in CincinMeals at Hom-.
nati. Office hours are from 9:00
your Esterbrook Fountain Pen today. It might help
a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Monday through
Few lunches at W"'ll or School
you get off.the ground.
Fridays, until 7:00 p.m. Wednesdays, and 9:00 a.m. to Noon on
Saturdays.
Mrs. McKay also has jobs for
stenographers and typiSts who
would Uke to have a part In the
THE CLASSIC
FOUNTAIN PEN
HOMOGHzm Mllll · QUAUTY
OBD
Department's international program, and stay fn the United
with Vitamin D)
10 CREAM
01hDr Esterbrook
States. These Civil Service posipens allghtly higher
tions in the "Dome Office" In
Washington, D.C., offer beginning
lhey CCIII'! be beat at Healthful _food
THERE'S A POINT CHOICE OF 312-0NE IS CUSTOM·FITTEO FOR YOUI
salaries ran'ring from $3255 to
__. Refreshing O.ssert I At your Favorh
$t040
a
year.
Applicants
must
be
food Sforel For Home Delivery call Oierry
at least 18 years of age. Civil
1-llllO. or aslr ¥OCI' French·Bauer driverl
Service ellglblllty is required.
,,
"""....,, ~ 9 0 . . .
~..,
,..,...
'",,..,
,..,._
Additional information may be
...
""1
obtained by telephoning DUnbar
1-6530 in Cincinnati.

•

Foreig11 Service
Positions Offered

Sander Named
Co,mptroller

Tal<e an Esterbrool( on
yot1r next flight of fancy!
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The Clialle11ge Of America:
Can Dem.ocracy Serve All?
by Gov. Nelson A. Rockefeller, WORLD CAMPUS
A new decade has begun in these days. We may leave to other, later
and p&haps wiser ones the finding of a simple name or sign to mark this
decade. On the broad stage of the history of our times, it may prove
tragic or triumphant-for the hopes and aspirations of free men· everywhere. But at the outset we can be assured of one thing: its grand consequences largely will be defined by these same people-by free men
everywhere. In this sense, the decade is ours--<Jurs to use, o_r ours to
waste; ours for the sufference of
We believe that the true end of
evil events, or ours for tthe creaall just and free government is the
tion of great events.
This is not poetic fancy. This is fulfillment of man's hope for a
life, in the nation and in the world,
political fact.
For we need the passage of no of dignity, of opportunity, of peace.
more time to be sure of one great
We believe that this end must be
matter. It is this: we face the stark served, as best we can, in not a
and immediate challenge of prov- few, nor merely many, but in ALL
ing that representative government areas of life and of the world. Be
can work.
the matter economic aid to a disThis great challenge-and this tant nation or be it fiscal respongreat purpose-urgently summon sibility within a single State in our
the dedication of all our thought own Union . . . be it military
and courage and labor.
power to save some remote outBack of this great purpose stand post of freedom or be it civil deour basic beliefs in the nature and fense for millions of our own
destiny of man-and the nature people . . . be it the respect comand structure of the political soci- manded by America among all
ety in which he must live.
peoples of black and yellow skin
We believe in man, the individ- on far continents, or be it the deual, made in the image of his Cre- cency and dignity of racial relaator, as the supreme fact and the tions in our own cities . . . All
these things serve one supreme end
supreme value.

lHARCH PLACEl\fENT SCHEDULE
FRIDAY
Hareh 18
MONDAY
Mareb 21
TUESDAY
Mareh 22

Charles Pfizer Co.
F.

w.

Woolworth Co.

m1r. Taylor
~Ir,

Dorl•

Tbe Kroger Co.

Mr. Ola.gow Jr,
1\lr, Nordholm

WEDNESDAY
l\la.rcb 2S

United Parcel Service

!\Ir. Rogers

THURSDAY
24

P.rocter & Gamble

l\lr.

Biology, Chemistry,
l'h)'s, Ed.uc., BA
BA, Economle1, Bu1lne11
Economics, Eduutlon,
Psychology, Aceountlnr,
Business, BA
Economies, l\lmthematlco,
Business, Aecountlng
Degree not too Important
Economics, English, History,
l\lathematlcs, Pol. Science,

8alH
Management Trainee
Store Man111ement, Bu:rl•I•
Merehllndl1ln1, Salea,
Promotion, Advert11ln1
l\lanaremenl Trainee

FRIDAY
l\larch 23

lllr

Accounting
Economics, Business

Staff A11lstllnl-advertl1lnr
Starr Analyat, Data
Poreu1ln1, Brand Supervlaor,
l\larket Reaearcb
l\lerehandloe Trainee

and purpose: to prove that freedom
and justice inspire and sustain one
another.
The times in which we live seriously call for a profound and sustained national act of self-examination.
I deeply believe this.
This "act of self-examination" is
not an abstraction, not me1·ely a

matter of reflection. It requires of
us imagination and inventiveness
ancl intelligence and courage--for
the devices of the past cannot die·
tate the designs of tomorrow.
Let us know that each of us has
his role to play, for as all things
are bound to one purpose, so are
aJI men . . . as each neighborhood
of a community is affected by

other neighborhoods . . . as each
community touches the lives of all
other communities . . . as America
itself assumes unique responsibility for the final fate of freedom
everywhere in this world of clear
danger and unclear omen.
Let us, in all our acts and in all
our laws, be worthy before God of
this time and of this challenge.

~larch

Hansen

l'sychology, BA, Bu11lne1s

lllcCarthy
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The 1 out of 20
that didn't get smoked

-.-........................

COPY~IQHT

1917 THE C:OCA·COL.A COMPANY

Dorlt just sit there!
You'll enjoy today's copy of this publication
much more if you'll get up right now and get
yourself an ice-cold bottle of Coca-Cola.

•

(Naturally, we'd be happier, tool)

T

BE REALLY REFRESHED
lonfed under authority of The Coca-Cola Company

by

THE COCA-COLA BOTTLING WORKS COMPANY

MILLER'S ALL STAR

....
DAIRY
FOODS
'ALL STAR

17

HERE'S HOW THE

.Q.YAb

FILTER DOES IT:

1. It combines a unique inner filter of ACTIVATED CHARCOAL
•.. definitely P.roved to make the smoke of a cigarette mild
and smooth ..•
2. with an efficient pure white outer filter. Together they bring
you the real thing in mildness and fine tobacco taste!

The Shield of Quality
656 EAST McMILLAN

here's a Jot of satisfaction in pointing out something goocl to a friend. That's why
it often happens that one cigarette out of a pack of Dual Filter Tareytons never does
get smoked.
People break it open to demonstrate its unique Dual Filter containing Activated
Charcoal. They may not know why it works so well, but they do know this: It delivers
far more than high filtration . , . it brings out the best taste of the best tobaccos-as
no single filter can!
Try a pack of Tareytons. We believe the extra pleasure they bring will soon have
you passing the good word to your friends.

WO 1-2474

